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(Received 12 October 1984)
An analytic treatment of competitive, irreversible (immobile) random one-, two-, three-, . . . point
adsorption (or monomer, dimer, trimer, . . . filling) on infinite, uniform two-dimensional lattices is
provided by applying previously developed truncation schemes to the hierarchial form of the ap-
propriate master equations. The behavior of these processes for two competing species is displayed
by plotting families of "filling trajectories" in the partial-coverage plane for various ratios of ad-
sorption rates. The time or coverage dependence of various subconfiguration probabilities can also
be analyzed. For processes where no one-point (monomer) adsorption occurs, the lattice cannot fill
completely; accurate estimates of the total (and partial) saturation coverages can be obtained.
I. INTRODUCTION
Irreversible immobile adsorption or reaction at specific
sites on a one-dimensional (1D) polymer chain, or 2D sub-
strate, has been modeled as the irreversible (immobile) fil-
ling of either single sites, or pairs, or triples, . . . of sites
on a lattice, In general, such processes are cooperative,
i.e., the absorption rates depend on the state of sites sur-
rounding those being filled. These rates are the input to
the master equations which are naturally recast in hierar-
chial form for processes on infinite lattices (of interest
here). ' In one dimension, exact results are available for all
such random-filling processes, as well as for a variety of
cooperative processes. The same is true for-Bethe lat-
tices and other branching media. Except for random and
"almost random" filling, ' no exact closed-form solutions
are available for processes on 2D lattices. ' However, for-
mal coverage (density) expansions for subconfiguration
probabilities are always available. In this work, we shall
exploit a recent analysis, via approximate hierarchial trun-
cation to various orders, of the random filling of pairs, or
of certain triples, or 4-tuples of sites on various infinite
2D lattices. Even for these simple random-filling pro-
cesses, the occupatio~ statistics are nontrivial, the most
obvious indication here being that the lattice is not com-
pletely filled at saturation.
Here we consider processes involving competitive, ir-
reversible (immobile) filling of single sites and/or pairs,
triples, . . . of lattice sites. Physically, this could corre-
spond to irreversible co-adsorption of several different
molecular species or, alternatively, adsorption of a single
type of molecule with different binding configurations.
The latter- is proposed for CO adsorption on several metal
surfaces. This process involves competition between two-
point binding of P-CO at pairs of sites and one-point
binding of a-CO at single sites. Other examples can be
cited. For unification, here we shall. describe such pro-
cesses in terms of competitive adsorption of monomers,
dimers, trimers, . . . (i.e., of various "N-mers"). Here the
term "N-mer" indicates the number (N) of lattice sites
filled by this adsorbing species, rather than the number of
atoms contained therein.
A hierarchy of rate equations for the probabilities P[a]
of various subconfigurations of sites LT specified filled
and/or empty can be written intuitively even for such
cooperative processes. ' 'In these subconfigurations, we
must, in general, specify which species occupy the various
filled sites. Here we note that the following fundamental
shielding property is embedded in these equations Sup-
pose that a wall of empty sites separates the lattice into two
disconnected regions, and is sufficiently thick that any
event on the lattice is not simultaneously affected by (the
state of) sites on both sides; then sites on one side are
shielded from the effect of those on the other. Proof is via
self-consistency with the hierarchial equations. ' This
property leads to exact truncation and solution of the
hierarchy for various competitive, irreversible, random,
and cooperative processes on 1D lattices (as well as on
Bethe lattices and other branching media), and motivates
our approximate hierarchial truncation procedures in two
dimensions.
A significant simplification in these hierarchial equa-
tions occurs if the adsorption rates depend, at most, on
whether the influencing sites are filled or empty, and not-
on the particular species adsorbed there. ' Here one can
obtain a closed subhierarchy for probabilities of various
subconfigurations of empty sites, using conservation of
probability (just as for adsorption of a single type of
species). One such important case, to which we restrict
our attention henceforth, is the competitive, irreversible,
immobile, random filling of monomers, dimers, trimers,
Furthermore, we shall consider only infinite, uni-
form lattices, which are initially empty, so that subconfig-
uration probabilities are invariant under all space-group
operations on the lattice, including translation. It has
been observed previously that, in one dimension, these
simpler equations are readily amenable to exact solution '
(again by virtue of the above-mentioned shielding proper-
ty), so here we concentrate on the 2D case.
The general form of the hierarchial rate equations, ap-
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propriate to these processes, is presented in Sec. II, togeth-
er with a brief discussion of the hierarchial truncation
procedure. Results for a variety of competitive, irreversi-
ble, random-filling processes, concentrating on the "filling
trajectories" characterizing partial-coverage behavior, are
presented in Sec. III. The special case of competitive ran-
dom filling of two distinct dimer species is described in
Sec. IV, and some concluding remarks are given in Sec. V.
II. HIERARCHIAL RATE EQUATIONS
AND THEIR TRUNCATION
Here we consider competitive, random filling of a mix-
ture of monomers (m), dimers (d), various trimers [e.g. ,
linear ( lt) and bent (bt) trimers on a square lattice], . . . ,
with rates K~, Kd, KIt, Kyt, . . . , respectively; In general,
we refer to an K-mer species s (with N =K, ) adsorbing
with rate ~„where ~,dt denotes the probability of filling a
specific s-shaped cluster of sites prescribed empty in an
(infinitesimal) time interval dt. If [ n j o denotes a subcon-
figuration of n empty sites, [ n j, and P[ [ n j,] the corre-
sponding probability, then one can write
P[[n j,]=—x D(„) adD(„) —pc„D'('„)— , (2.1)
(2.2b)
where
~(„) is the number of pairs of adjacent sites in [ n j,
and
~J („)=~ J+(„)—rz(„) (Ref. 10) (see Ref. 6 for D'(„)
for a general %-mer species s). Modification to include
several distinct monomer species, dimer species, . . . is
straightforward and, in fact, (2.1) can still be used if I~~,
Kd, . . . are reinterpreted as the sums of adsorption rates
For all monomers, dimers, . . ., respectively.
Our truncation procedure, however, operates directly on
the conditional probabilities
Q[j, [n j, ]=P[j,+[n j,]/P[[n j ]
for the (conditioned) site j to be empty given that the (con-
ditioning) sites in [n} are empty. These satisfy equations
of the form
Here the quantity D I„» takes account, through a sum over
appropriate empty subconfiguration probabilities, of all
possible ways that an absorbing species s can destroy
[ n j, by leading completely within or partly overlapping
[ n j. Specifically, one has
D(„)=nP[[n j,], (2.2a)
d(„) =~( )P[[n j,]+ g ~J („)P[po+ [n j,],
n
lnQ[j„[n j,]= P[j,+ [n j, ]d . d P[j,+ [n j, ]— P[[n j, ]d P[[n },]
rn d 1tK~Rj I n» —K'dRj I n» —K'It Rj (2.3)
where
RJ („)=D&+(„)/P[j, + [n j, ]—D(„)/P[[n j,]=1,
j (n) + g ~k,j (+n Q)[ okJo+ [n j'o] g ~l (n)QV o{n jo ]
kp j+In» lH In»
(2.4a)
(2.4b)
The RJ
~„»
for trimer, tetramer, . . . species s are more
complex, involving products of Q's, and are described in
detail elsewhere. Our nth-shell (or nth-order) truncation
procedure operates directly on the right-hand side (rhs) of
these by neglecting conditioning sites further than n lat-
tice vectors from the conditioned site, thus obtaining a
closed set of equations for a finite subset of Q's. We thus
take advantage of the shielding propensity of closer empty
conditioning sites. (On 1D and Bethe lattices, and on
more general branching media, this procedure, suitably
implemented, produces exact results. )
As mentioned in the Introduction, we consider here
only adsorption on infinite, uniform, initially empty lat-
tices. Consequently, the subconfiguration probabilities are
invariant under all lattice space-group operations, and
[ n j„in P[[n j, ], is naturally interpreted as representing
a class of subconfigurations related by space-group opera-
tions. Since, in particular, probabilities are translationally
invariant, in the following we use the obvious notation
P[o], P[oo], P[ooo], . . . to denote probabilities of an
empty site, adjacent pair of sites, linear triple of sites (e.g.,
on a square lattice), . . . , respectively. Thus e—= 1 P[o]—
gives the lattice coverage.
In our previous treatment of the random filling of sin-
gle types of X-mer species, computer routines were writ-
ten to generate the RJ I„» and apply truncation to various
orders. This allowed treatment and comparison of vari-
ous orders of truncation where many coupled Q equations
are involved. It should be clear that treatment of com-
petitive random filling involves simple combination of
these individual routines (for each order of truncation). In
general, more Q's will be required to close the set of trun-
cated equations, at each order, than for the random filling
of any of the individual species. Modification to consider
competitive random filling of monomers with a single
type of N-mer species is particularly simple since
R~ („)=1 for all [ n j. The numerical results presented in
the next section follow from estimates of probabilities of
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empty subconfigurations obtained via these truncation
procedures.
For competitive adsorption, knowledge of probabilities
of empty subconfigurations only provides limited infor-
mation about the distribution of adsorbed species (in con-
trast to single-species adsorption). For example, partial
coverages B,B~, B~„.. . for monomers, dimers, linear
trimers (for an appropriate lattice), . . . , which satisfyB—=B +6~+6~,+. . . , are not included. However, the
partial coverage, 6„ for any N mer sp-ecies s, adsorbing
with rate sc„can be simply determined by integrating the
additional equation
that this decomposition is not always appropriate since v,
can be nonintegral, e.g., vq =c/2 equals 3/2 for a hexago-
nal lattice.
Determination of probabilities of more general subcon-
figurations involving sites specified filled with various
species is more complicated. Consider, for example, com-
petitive random filling of monomers o~m (with rate
K ), and dimers oo~dd (with rate K~), at the sites of a
square lattice. To determine the probability of an adja-
cent m-filled and empty site, P[mo], we must consider
the infinite coupled set of equations (exploiting all lattice
symmetries),
d 6, =K,D,' where D,'=D'( )I=c,P'[o] .S S 0 (2.5) d P [mo] =K (P [oo]—P [mo])dt
Here, P'[o] is the probability of an s-shaped subconfigu-
ration of empty sites, and the "generalized coordination
number" c, for the species s gives the number of ways
that this species can be placed on the lattice to cover a
particular site. Thus, in particular, c =1, and c~ ——c, the
standard lattice coordination number. On a square lattice,
for example, one has
P [moo]+ 2P
m 0
d P [moo] =K (P [ooo] —2P [moo] )dt
P [moo]+P [mooo]
(2.8}
d d
dt ' dt
6 =K P[o], 6„=K c P[oo],
d 6It KItcltP[ooo]dt (2.6)
+ 2P +2Pmoo moo
0 0 0 0
dt Bbt
—+b~cbsP 0 dt 0 0sq
=+sqCsq
Z, —=~SCS, (2.7)
where K,dt gives the probability that the species s will ad-
sorb covering some particular site, with local environment
prescribed empty, in an (infinitesimal) time interval dt (so
that 6,/6, —1, as t+--0, when IC, =K, ). These rates
will be used later in presenting results. The enhancement
of X, over K, by a factor of c, (or of 6, over 6, as
t~0, when K, =K~ ) occurs since there are c, ways that a
species s can adsorb covering any site (with empty local
environment). Often one can write c, =N, v, (for an N
mer s with N =N, ), and interpret v, as the number of
different orientations that the species s can assume on the
lattice [e.g., on a square lattice, vq —2, vI, =2 (horizontal
and vertical}, vb, =4, and v,q=1]. This equality reflects
the fact that any of the N, atoms of the N, -mer s can fill
a particular site, and that this filling can occur via v, dif-
ferently oriented processes (e.g., horizontal and vertical
for dimers and linear trimers on a square lattice). Note
where sq denotes square tetramers, and c~ —4, c~, ——6,
cb, ——12, and c,q=4. It is important to note that, provid-
ed the truncation scheme does not affect the dP[o]/dt
equation, we are guaranteed that the truncation solutions
satisfy the "conservation of probability" condition
1 —P [0]—:6=6 +6/+
Since the probabilities on the rhs of (2.5) and (2.6) equal
unity when t=0, we have that B,-~,c,t, as t~O, and so
for two species s and s*, one' has that
6, /6, .-(K,C, )/(K, „c„),as t~0 This moti.vates intro-
duction of the modified rates
for probabilities of subconfigurations with a single m-
filled site adjacent to all possible connected clusters of
empty sites. A natural second-order truncation (measur-
ing distance from the m-filled site) of these equations
would, for example, make the approximation
I
P [mooo] =Q [m /pe]P [ooo]=Q [m pp]P [ooo]
dt P [mdo] =K~ (P[odo] P[mdo] )—
+d moo P[mdoo]—
0
—2P (2.10)
Systematic estimation of such quantities from sufficiently
high-order truncation approximations is clearly possible.
Analogous remarks can be made regarding the estimation
of probabilities of subconfigurations involving sites speci-
fied filled with various species for more general, random,
competitive filling processes. Such an example is present-
P [moo]P [ooo]/P [oo],
(2.9)
where the P denote empty conditioning sites. A similar
set of equations must be considered when determining,
e.g., P [do]. More generally, rate equations for probabili-
ties of subconfigurations involving a number of filled sites
couple to P's for configurations with one or more of the
filled sites replaced by empty sites, and to P's for configu-
rations with the same set of filled sites but more empty
sites. For example,
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FIG. 1. Filling trajectories for competitive, random monomer
and dimer filling, for various ratios K /Kd (shown). Results
are given for hexagonal and square lattices and for the corre-
sponding Bethe lattices.
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FIG. 2. Filling trajectories for competitive, random filling of
monomers and N-mer species s on a square lattice, for various
ratios of K /E, (shown). The X-mers are either linear or bent
trimers, or square tetramers.
ed in Sec. IV, where a modified version of this truncation
procedure is illustrated for the special case of competitive
random filling of two distinct dimer species.
III. RESULTS FOR COMPETITIVE
RANDOM FILLING OF DIFFERENT SPECIES
We first consider several irreversible, random-filling
processes involving just two distinct species, say s and s*.
The process is naturally described by a "filling trajectory"
in the (e„e,) partial-coverage plane. We assume that
the lattice is initially empty so that this trajectory starts at
the origin and is confined, in the positive quadrant, to the
triangle 0(e=e, +6, (1. It is natural to generate a
continuous one-parameter family of such trajectories by
varying the ratio of the adsorption rates, K, /K „for the
two species. The nontrivial trajectory curves presented in
this section should be contrasted with those from "stan-
dard" treatments of the kinetics of first-order competitive
processes (which correspond to competitive random
monomer filling) "There traje. ctories are trivially straight
lines with slopes given by the rate ratios.
Results for processes where a monomer is involved (so
the lattice fills completely) are very accurate, since we
have used, here, the previously generated Rz I j of high(third) order for the appropriate competing species. For
competitive, random monomer and dimer filling, we
show, in Fig. 1, filling trajectories for both hexagonal and
square lattices. These are naturally compared with the ex-
act filling trajectories for the corresponding processes on
Bethe lattices of coordination numbers c=3 and 4, respec-
tively. The latter coincide, here, with first-order trunca-
tion results for the physical lattices, and differ little from
higher-order (and exact) physical lattice behavior. A de-
tailed assessment of the accuracy of our procedures, for
the square-lattice case, can be obtained from Table I,
where we have shown 6'" for various ratios of II.'~/Kd,
and compared second- and third-order results, and also
exact results for random monomer and dimer filling on a
Bethe lattice with c=4, and on a square cactus. Accuracy
of the second- and third-order truncation results cIearly
increases dramatically with increasing K /Kd, as might
be expected since monomer-filling contributions to the Q
equations are unaffected by truncation. (See the Appen-
dix for a presentation of these Bethe-lattice and square-
cactus analyses, and a discussion of the correspondence
with physical lattice behavior. ) Corresponding plots for
competitive, random filling of monorners and either linear
trimers, bent trimers, or square tetrarners, are shown in
Fig. 2.
In Fig. 3 we have shown the filling trajectories for three
cases where dirners, and one type of X-mer species s with
X & 3, compete, randomly filling the sites of a square lat-
tice. The second-order truncation approximation was
used here. The saturation coverage e"' (which is less
than unity) is listed in Table II for several values of
K, /Kd. These saturation coverages are clearly discon-
tinuous as functions of ICd /K, at zero, since when
Ed/K, =O, the process simply involves random X-mer
filling, but when Kd/K, =0+, the process continues
through an (infinitely slower) second stage where dimers
randomly fill some of the remaining empty pairs of sites.
TABLE I. Monomer saturation coverages 8'" for competitive random monomer and dimer filling;
first-, second-, and third-order truncation estimates are given for a square lattice, and exact values are
given for a square cactus and c=4 Bethe lattice, for various values of K /Kd.
K /Kd
0+
1/10
1/4
1/2
1
5/2
Third order
0.093 660
0.257 451
0.403 483
0.545 354
0.689 318
0.839 623
Second order
0.097 853
0.258 199
0.403 612
0.545 371
0.689 319,
0.839 623
Square cactus
0.105 385
0.261 223
0.404 745
0.545 718
0.689 388
0.839 628
Bethe lattice
(first order)
0.111 111
0.263 866
0.405 806
0.546056
0.689 455
0.839 632
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FIG. 3. Filling trajectories for competitive, random filling of
dimers and N-mer species s on a square lattice, for various ra-
tios of Kd/X, (shown). The X-mers are either linear or bent tri-
mers, or square tetramers.
FIG. 4. Isolation of empty sites for competitive, random fil-
ling of dimers and bent trimers on a square lattice.
Note that the saturation coverage for these processes is
continuous as a function of E, /Kd at zero since, after
random dimer filling to saturation, there remain only iso-
lated empty sites (on which K-mers cannot adsorb). It is
particularly interesting to note that the effect of adding
some S-mer co-adsorption to the random dimer-filling
problem (i.e., consider A, /Ed increasing from zero) is to
increase the saturation coverage for linear trimers and
square tetramers, but to initially decrease it for bent tri-
mers. We expect that this is because of the relatively high
probability of isolating empty sites in the "elbow" of the
bent trimer (see Fig. 4).
For competitive, random filling on a square lattice of
linear and bent trimers, and of linear trimers and square
tetramers, filling trajectories (from second-order trunca-
tion) are shown in Fig. 5. Discontinuities in the satura-
tion coverage obviously occur at both ends of the (infinite)
range of rate ratios since, infinitesimally close to either
end, two-stage filling occurs.
Let us now analyze, in more detail, the limiting rate re-
gimes described above where filling occurs in two stages.
Since second-order truncation is used to analyze these
competing processes, for consistency, the saturation values
quoted below for many quantities, for various single-
species random-filling processes, are also taken from
second-order analyses (detailed in Ref. 6). Limited accu-
TABLE II. Saturation coverages for competitive, random di-
mer and X-mer filling on a square lattice, for various values of
E, /Ed (from second-order truncation). The N-mers are either
linear or bent trimers, or square tetramers.
racy is expected especially when linear trimers are in-
volved.
For competitive, random filling of dimers and bent tri-
mers, when Kd/Kb, ——0+, bent-trimer filling proceeds to
coverage =0.834, at which point isolated linear strings of
empty sites (of length one or more) remain. The process
then continues with random dimer filling on the empty
strings of length two or more to coverage =0.906, so the
saturation partial coverage of dimers is =0.072. For ran-
dom bent-trimer filling, at saturation, the fraction of emp-
ty sites in linear strings of length two or more is 0.078, of
which the fraction in strings of exactly length two (i.e., in
isolated empty pairs) is 0.058, determined, in the second
order, using the approximation
P [oooo] =Q [o@cb@]P[ooo]=Q [oft]P [ooo] .
The latter, of course, are all filled by dimers. We thus
conclude that -0.014/0. 020 or -70/o of the sites in
linear empty strings of length three or more-are filled.
Exact calculations for random dimer filling on finite
linear lattices produce mean saturation coverages of 3
and —', for lengths 3, 4, and 5, respectively, and, thereafter,
a monotonic increase to an infinite length value of
1 —e =86.5%%uo. ' Thus our results indicate that, of the
empty strings of length three or more remaining after ran-
dom bent-trimer filling, most have length three (which is
not unreasonable).
Similar remarks apply for competitive, random filling
of dimers and linear trimers when Kd/K~, —0+. Ran-
0
1/5
1/2
1
2
3
5
10
20
100
2000
Linear
trimer
0.902 15
0.906 02
0.91062
0.91624
0.923 34
0.927 70
0.932 86
0.938 52
0.942 34
0.946 16
0.947 21
Bent
trimer
0.902 15
0.900 65
0.899 36
0.898 43
0.898 27
0.898 71
0.899 80
0.901 71
0.903 47
0.905 60
0.906 26
Square
tetramer
0.902 15
0.905 64
0.909 79
0.914 81
0.921 02
0.924 73
0.928 93
0.933 27
0.93602
0.938 55
0.93923
0.8
0.6
~
'
0, 4
0.2
0, 2 04 ebt06 08 I 0 02 04 esa06 0 8
FIG. 5. Filling trajectories for competitive, random filling,
on a square lattice, of linear trimers and bent trimers (square te-
tramers), for various ratios of &~, /Ebt (&~, /&, q).
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dom linear trimer filling proceeds to coverage =0.827,
where isolated empty sites [o], pairs [oo], square quadru-
ples
0 0
0 0
and staircase configurations
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ) ~ ~ ~
0 0
remain. Random dimer filling then continues to a sa-
turation partial coverage of 0.121, filling =93% of the
available 0.130 sites in empty clusters of two or more
sites, including all 0.087 in isolated empty pairs, deter-
mined, in second-order, using the approximation
0 0J' 0 0
o o
—=Q
~
P =Q
~
P
0 0
and all 0.014 in empty square quadruples. This implies
that -0.020/0. 029 or -69% of the sites in empty stair-
cases are filled (which, from the above 1D remarks, indi-
cates that most of these have length three). For competi-
tive, random dimer and square-tetramer filling when
Kd/K, q —0+, similar analysis shows that -80% of the
complicated network of nonisolated empty sites (remain-
ing after square-tetramer filling) are filled by dimers.
This seems reasonable.
For competitive, random filling of bent and linear tri-
mers, a list of saturation coverages for various Kb, /K~, is
given in Table III. When K~, /Kb, —0+, random bent-
trimer filling first occurs to coverage =0.834, and then
linear trimer filling occurs on the remaining 0.020 empty
sites in linear strings of length three or more. Since most
of these strings have length three (see above), we antici-
pate that the (total) saturation coverage should be
=0.834 + 0.020=0.854, in reasonable agreement with
Table III. When Kb, /Kb =0 +, random linear-trimer fil-
ling first occurs to coverage =0.827, and then bent-trimer
filling occurs on the remaining 0.014 empty sites in isolat-
ed empty square quadruples
0 0
0 0
IV. COMPETITIVE RANDOM FILLING
OF TWO DISTINCT DIMER SPECIES
As mentioned previously, one can straightforwardly
derive hierarchial equations for irreversible random filling
of several monomer species (where they are trivial), or
several dimer species, or several linear trimer species (e.g.,
on a square lattice), . . . . These processes have the sim-
plifying feature that the "filling trajectories" are straight
lines with slopes determined by the rate ratios. Consider,
e.g., random filling of two dimer species oo~dd, with
rate ~d, and oo —+d'd', with rate ~d . Clearly, one has, for
Bd =P[d] and, Bd =—P[d'], —
dt ' dtBd xdP[oo], Bd—=Kd P [Oo] (4.1)
and on the remaining 0.029 sites in empty staircases of
length three or more. Since most of the latter have length
three, -we anticipate that the (total) saturation coverage
should be =0.827 + 4 X0.014 + 0.029=0.867, also in
reasonable agreement with Table III.
Finally, to demonstrate the flexibility of our methods,
we give results for the saturation coverage for a competi-
tive, random-filling process on a square lattice involving
dimers, and both linear and bent trimers. In Fig. 6 we
have shown the constant saturation coverage contours in
"rate space. " The saturation coverage is continuous at the
dimer vertex, and along the two edges extending from it
(dimer and linear trimer filling; dimer and bent trimer fil-
ling), but not at the lower edge (bent- and linear-trimer fil-
ling), where the extent of discontinuity can be determined
from Table III.
TABLE III. Saturation coverages e'" for competitive, ran-
dom linear and bent-trimer filling on a square lattice, for vari-
ous values of Kq, /K~, (from second-order truncation).
Kb, /Ki,
& 0.002
0.02
0.2
0.4
1
2
4
10
20
200
& 2000
esat
0.867 54
0.867 40
0.865 67
0.863 74
0.859 85
0.856 98
0.855 00
0.853 67
0.853 23
0.852 84
0.852 79
0.9
0.945
LINEAR TRITER
ENT
TRINER
FIG-. 6. Constant-saturation-coverage contours for competi-
tive, random filling on a square lattice, of dimers and both bent
and linear trimers. For any point inside the triangle, the sc, rates
for various species are in proportion to the distances from that
point to the edges opposite the appropriate species vertex.
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a. P [o]= 4P [ao—]= 4P [—o]Q [oP],] d (4.2)
so 8~/6~ ~ala~ IC—~/K~. Furthermore, we have also
indicated that the probabilities of empty subconfigura-
tions for this process are identical to those for random fil-
ling of a singe type of dimer with rate sc, if we make the
identification v =v~+ ~~ .
In this section we shall restrict our attention to this
competitive dimer-filling process for the case of an initial-
ly empty square lattice. We then have
where P denotes an empty conditioning site so
Q [of]=P[oo]/P[0]. In the first-order truncation ap-
proximation, '
a ' inQ[0$) = —1 —2Q [oP],dt (4.3)
which allows (4.2) and (4.3) to be integrated with (4.1).
Some quantities for this process cannot be trivially deter-
mined from those for standard random dimer filling (cf.
Sec. II). The simplest such example is the probability
P [do] (or P[d'o]) of a d- (or d'-) filled site adjacent to an
empty site. We must use thai
d 0
dt P [do] =~& P [ooo]+2P 0 0 —v P[doo]+2P
0
0
=Kg Q [op/]+ 2Q
~ ~
P[oo] aQ—[dpi']+2Q & p [oo]
3~qQ [0$]P[oo] 3a Q [tJP]P—[Op J
=3(aqp [oo] ~P [do] )P—[oo]/P [0], (4.4)
in the first-order approximation (allowing integration
with the above equations). Now we can also determine
P [dd] from
d 0
dt P [dd] =a~ P foo] +2P [doo]+4P &d 0
=a~ 1+2Q[dgg]+4Q & P[oo]
~a&(1+6Q [dg])P[oo]
(P [oo]+P [do] +P [d'o] )
= —(1+3(P [oo]+P[do]+P [d'a] )/P [o])P[oo],
(4.6)
which should be compared with (4.2) to demonstrate that
P [Oo] +P [do]+P [d'o] =P [o] .
For comparison, we now consider the second-order
truncation estimates of these quantities. It is natural to
start with P [do], which couples to
=Kg(P [o]+6P [do] )P [oo]/P [0] (4.5) P [doo] and P &
in the first-order approximation. Using conservation of
probability, one can now also determine first-order esti-
mates of such quantities as
P [d'o] =P [o] P[oo] P[do], ——
P [dd'] =P [d] P[do] P[dd],— —
and
P [d'd'] = 1 P[oo]—2P [do] —2P [d'0) 2P [dd'—] P[d—d.]—
P[d'] P[d'o) P—[dd'] .— —
It is important to note that these identities are consistent
with the truncation solutions obtained from integrating
additional equations for P[d'o], P[dd'], and P[d'd'].
For example, one obtains from the first-order truncated
P[d'o], P [do], and P[00] equations, after some rear-
rangement,
which are retained in the second order. These then couple
to
0 d 0 0
P &,P, and P d 0d 0 0 0 0
0
Other quantities are truncated, e.g.,
p [dooo]~p [doo]p [ooo]/p [oo],
in the second order, according to the prescription in Sec.
II. If we continue according to this prescription, we clear-
ly obtain a closed coupled set of equations for (the large
set of) P's with a single d and adjacent connected clusters
of empty sites where each is within two lattice vectors of
the d. This observation motivates the introduction of a
modified second-order truncation, based on Q equations,
which involves far fewer equations with only a slight
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reduction in accuracy.
Here we' deal with the Q[ocr '] =P[cr+o']/P[cr']
where either none or one of the specified sites in the sub-
configuration o+o' is d-filled, and the rest are empty. It
is easy to see that an exact closed set of equations can be
obtained for these (with o either o or d) using
dt »Q[~g'] =S(~+~')—S(~'), (4.7)
where S(cr")=dlnP[o"]/dt, which can be expressed in
terms of these Q's. For example, one has
d 0S =2~gP0 0
0 0 0
0 0
d 0
P 0 0
d 0 d 0 0
—2'' P +P oo +P0 0 0 0 0 +Pdo
0 0 0
d 0
P 0 0
oft o 5$ ~~ oQ~~ —2a 1+QPP +Q~~ +Q
io
(4.8)
where P (5) denote empty (d-filled) conditioning sites. In the second-order truncation, we neglect conditioning sites in
these Q's further than two lattice vectors from the single o or d conditioned site, so, e.g.,
5 tP 5 o o
Qopp Q4'0 Q4'0 Q&0 Q&4
o o
A potential deficiency of this approach is seen in these last two examples, where we draw on the shielding propensity of a
d-filled site (which is less than that of an empty site), but these approximations are no worse than others made in second
order.
By evaluating second-order expressions for
0
o o d d o
$(do), S(doo), S d, S d, S,S, and S d o o
one obtains a closed set of equations for
0 o 5 PQ[ddl Q[og&] Q p g, Q g p p, Q p, Q, ~ g, 6oft
o dQ~44» Q40(()
5 d
Q
~
P——Pand the "standard" second-order empty Q's. ' We notethat Q s with a d-filled conditioning site 5 are given by in-determinate forms at t =e=0, e.g., 'age, and determine initial slopes from terms of second or-der in the coverage. The closed set of equations can thenbe integrated to provide second-order estimates of suchquantities as P [o], P [d], P [oo], P [do], . . . . It is now atrivial matter to determine the second-order estimate ofP [dd] from
Furthermore, one finds terms in their dQ/dt equations
which are singular at t =6=0, e.g., $(do) includes a
term
P [ooo]/P [do] =Q[o44']Q [o4]/Q —[d4]
d P [dd] =rcrt P [oo]+2Q [o@5]Q[dp]p [o]
io
+ 4Q y g Q[dP]P[o] (4.9)
However, using straightforward formal density-
(coverage-) expansion techniques (described in Ref. 5), one
can determine initial values, and demonstrate the cancella-
tion of singularities from terms of first order in the cover-
In Fig. 7 we have plotted resulting probabilities for vari-
ous configurations of an adjacent pair of sites, as function
of the total coverage, e=e~+e~.
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0.4
0,5
(a}
0.2
0.1
FIG. 8. (a) Bethe lattice with c=4; (b) square cactus. Here
the length of the bonds (connecting sites) has no significance,
i.e., the lattices should be interpreted as graphs where only con-
nectivity is relevant. Thus, for {a) and (b) all sites are
equivalent.
0 0.2 0.6 0.8
We have exploited sophisticated hierarchial truncation
techniques here to obtain accurate results for the kinetics
and statistics of processes involving competitive, irreversi-.
b e (immobile), random filling of monomers, dimers, . . .
on 2D lattices (the first such results for nontrivial, com-
petitive, irreversible 2D-lattice processes). "Filling trajec-
tories" for various ratios of species filling rates are used to
conveniently characterize these filling processes. For
comparison, we again recall that in standard analyses of
the kinetics of competitive first-order processes, i.e., com-
petitive random monomer filling, one trivially obtains
straight-line filling trajectories with slopes determined by
the rate ratio. We have shown that this is also the case
for various nontrivial competitive filling processes where
only dimers, or only linear trimers, . . . are involved (cf.
Sec. IV).
It is appropriate to indicate here a subtle variation of
the random dimer-filling mechanism, which we character-
ize as "end-on dimer filling. " Instead of randomly sarn-
pling empty pairs of sites on which to adsorb (as is impli-
cit in the above treatment), one could randomly sample
single empty sites (with one end of the dimer) and then ei-
ther attach the other end to a randomly chosen adjacent
empty site (should one exist) or, otherwise, desorb. We
shall elaborate on the statistical difference between the
models in later work, ' where it will be shown that the sa-
turation coverage for random end-on dimer filling (cf.
random dimer filling) is 87.668% (cf. 86.466%) from ex-
act calculations on a 1D lattice, and 92.1% (cf. 90.7%)
from approximate calculations on a 2D square lattice.
These results indicate that the Monte Carlo simulations of
Hayden and Klemperer, modeling random adsorption on
metal surfaces of, two-point P-CO, in competition with
one-point a-CO, refer to the end-on dirner-filling model
(they obtained saturation-coverage estimates, for dimer
FICs. 7. Total coverage dependence of probabilities for vari-.
ous configurations of an adjacent pair of sites, for competitive
random filling of two distinct dimer species, d and d'.
Behaviors for Kq —Kd ( ) and Kd —2K' ( ———) are
shown.
V. DISCUSSION
filling with no monomers present, of 88.0% on a 1D lat-
tice, and 92.1% on a 2D square lattice). For further com-
parison of the models, one can consider, e.g., the satura-
tion coverage of /3-CO (dimers) for various ratios of the
P-CO (dimer) to a-CO (monomer) adsorption rate Kd/Ic~.
For ~d/x =3/2 (5/3), Monte Carlo estimates in Ref. 7
for end-on dimer filling yield (65.8+ 1.5)% [(67.4+ 1.5)%],
which should be compared with our accurate third-order
truncation results for "conventional" dimer filling with
Kd /K~ =3/4 (5/6) of (53.969+0.005)% [(56.096
+0.005)%]. The ratios ad/a~ are doubled in the end-on
dimer-filling case to ensure corresponding short-time
partial-coverage behavior for the two processes. Detailed
discussion of this point, and confirmation of the above
Monte Carlo results, will be presented in later work, ' but
we note here the potential for using results from these
models to ascertain the underlying dimer-filling mecha-
nism.
Finally, we remark that our method is readily adapted
to consider the effect of a stochastic, e.g., random, distri-
bution of inactive (nonadsorptive) sites on competitiv'e fil-
ling processes. ' This would allow an accurate analytic
treatment of competitive P-CO and a-CO adsorption on
binary alloys (as simulated in Ref. 7).
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APPENDIX: COMPETITIVE IRREVERSIBLE
RANDOM FILLING ON BETHE LATTICES
AND OTHER BRANCHING MEDIA
Exact solution of the hierarchial equations is possible
for competitive, irreversible, random, and sometimes
cooperative, filling of rnonomers, dimers, . . . on Bethe
lattices (infinite, regular lattices with no closed loops) and
on more general branching media'~ (see Fig. 8). The key
to exact solution is the empty-site shielding property
described in the Introduction (cf. Ref. 3). For competitive
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d
dt P [o]=K P [o]+CKdP [oo],
P [oo]=2K~ P [oo]+KgP [oo]+2(c —1 )KdP [ooo],dt
(Ala)
(A lb)
where [ooo] represents a connected string of three empty
sites. These equations can be rewritten as
d
—d»(P[o])=K +cKdQ[octI],
d ln(Q [op])=K~ +Kd+2(c —1)Kd Q [octIQ]
(A2a)
—CKd Q [op]
random filling involving monomers and dimers only, this
property implies that any site which separates the lattice
into two or more disconnected parts (i.e., an articulation
point), when specified empty, shields sites in one part
from the influence of those in the others. It is natural to
use these results to gain insight into the behavior of corre-
sponding processes on physical lattices of the same coor-
dination number. For Bethe lattices, we expect significant
similarities when the size of the adsorbing species (extend-
ed by the range of the cooperative effects) is smaller than
the (smallest) closed loops on the physical lattice. Here
we consider only competitive random monomer and dimer
filling.
For this process on a Bethe lattice of coordination num-
ber c ( & 2), we have that
d d
dt ' dt6 =K P[o], 6„=CK P[oo]=cK„P[o]Q[og]
(A5)
[or we can use 6 +6d+6, —:1, and drop one of Eqs.
(A5)]. The physical requirement that 6 =1 P[—o] when
Kd ——0 and 6 &1 P[—o] when Kd &0 and t&0 is
guaranteed since the second factor in (A4) is identically
equal to unity when ~d —0 and between zero and unity
when Kd &0 and 0& Q & 1.
It is interesting to note here that the above results coin-
cide with the first-order truncation approximation on a
physical lattice of coordination number c, Prouided this
lattice has no closed loops of length three. Clearly, the
first-order approximation on, e.g., square and hexagonal
lattices, cannot "see" that these lattices have closed loops.
For a hexagonal lattice (which has larger loops, and is
thus more "Bethe-lattice-like" ), the second-order approxi-
mation also coincides with the c=3 Bethe-lattice results.
Thus the similarity between hexagonal and c=3 Bethe-
lattice behavior is greater than that between square and
c=4 Bethe-lattice behavior (see Fig. 1).
It is natural to consider these filling problems on
branching structures, having some closed loops, which
resemble the physical lattice more closely than the corre-
sponding Bethe lattice, but for which exact solution is still
possible. In this context we consider competitive, random
monomer and dimer filling on a square cactus (see Fig. g).
Using the fact that, here, any site specified empty
separates the lattice into two disconnected parts and
shields sites in one part from the influence of those in the
other, one can straightforwardly obtain the following
closed set of equations:
+Kd+(c —2)Q [op], (A2b) ddt ln(P[o]) =K +4KdQ [op),
Q [OItI] =P [oo]I'P [o] Q [oItIItI] P [ooo]/P [oo],
and, in (A2), we have used that Q[opp]—=Q[op], since,
here, any (single) empty site shields. ' Integration of
(A2b) yields immediately
d 0
dt ln(Q[op]) =K +Kg 1+2Q
(A6)
(K~ +Kd )exp[ —(K +Kd )t]
(K~ +Icd )+ (c 2)Kd [ 1 exp[ —(K~—+Kd )t] [
(A3)
d ln Q =K~+2Kd 1+Q [op] —Q
Dividing (A2a) into (A2b) and integrating, one obtains
PEo]= [ +( —1) ]Q
K~ +ICd + ( C —2 )ICd Q
-~ /(~ +~d)
' e/(c —2)
K~ +ICd + (C —2)Kd Q
Km+(c —1)Kd (A4)
ln Q
Here sites in the configurations
0
and
o P
=K~+2Kd I+Q[op] —Q o P
which, together with (A3), yields the explicit time depen-
dence of P[o]. Note that the first factor on the right-
hand side of (A4) equals exp( K~t)—
Partial coverages can now be obtained through integra-
tion of the equations
should be interpreted to lie on a single loop. Integrating
these equations together with (A5) produces the results
shown in Table I. As might be anticipated, these lie be-
tween the c=4 Bethe-lattice and square-lattice values.
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